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Innovation needs to be part of your culture. Consumers 

are transforming faster than we are, and if we don’t 

catch up, we’re in trouble. 

-Ian Schafer

INTRODUCTION



We understand that you are looking for support on you digital marketing 
Presence in the GCC market then the mena reagion with a tailormade 
and detailed targeted content to achieve the following:
• Knowing the targeted audience
• Educate the target audience about Your services, products.
• Promote  innovative products as the leading ones in the market as 
experts in each of their fields 
• Enhance proposition across competition in the GCC
• Website shows that you are an official company and has its place in the 
competition arena.

WHY US



WHY DIGITAL MARKETING

Digital marketing is important because it connects a business with its 
customers when they are online, & is effective in all industries. It connects 
businesses with ideal customers when they are on Google through SEO , 
on social media with social media marketing, & through email with email 
marketing.   

Every business needs digital marketing. It’s necessary you understand the 
benefits of digital marketing for businesses.



Simple Steps



AWARENESS

KNOWING

SOCIAL MEDIA

MARKETING

WEBSITE

CONTENT

SEO

STRATEGY

Your brand will benefit greatly from a the beginning,

  potential customers that we can provide by conducting 

surveys and crafting a nuanced strategy of approach towards 

those ideal customers as well as creating and maintaining 

proper feedback channels as you begin to roll out your 

innovative products in this new environment.



Design and innovation are the core of what

we do here, so we provide innovations outside the 

text for the enjoyment of the follower to reach the 

peak of the goal to be achieved. Our experienced 

team of crafty designers have an innovative

solution to your biggest challenges.

CREATIVE

VISUAL EFFECTS

GRAPHIC

USER EXPERIENCE

PROTOTYPING

ANIMATIONS

VIDEVOGRAPHY

SOCIAL TRENDS



TECHNOLOGY

Websites

Mobile Applications

Multimedia Presentation

Network & Infrastructure

CRM

E-Commerce

CMS

ERP

To stay away from the edge and maintain your 

leadership position, you must use the latest

technologies out there. We help you do that from 

simple CMS to complex software solutions to help 

you fuel your growth.



MARKETING

Web Analytics

Social Media Campaign

Search Engine Optimization

Content Creation

Design

Linked-in

Instagram

Facebook

Twitter

Google Adsense

Every audience needs a specific set of channels 

to communicate with and put your brand in 

front of them. We know how to do that and  at 

the same time do it fast, efficiently and give you 

the highest ROI.



SOCIAL
MEDIA



MONTHLY CALENDAR

• The allocation of topics on the monthly calendar is called the editorial Calendar.

•  At the end of each month, we will suggest a monthly plan for the Coming month and get it 
approved from your side, before we startExecuting the content.

• Our Monthly Editorial plan is the allocation of topics on posts, our stories Will be the
platform of sharing Media Coverages, Interviews, on-site raw Updates, and other daily stories 
as they come.

• The Strategic Calendar contains the topics we are aiming to highlight During a specific 
phase (could be yearly, bi-yearly, or quarterly).

• This is set once at the beginning of each phase, and from it we start Allocating topics for 
each month Editorial Calendar.

• This is how the monthly Editorial Calendar will look like, showing the Number of the post, 
the date, the pillar, the visual and the optimized Caption for each platform. Our Editorial 
Calendars are the road map To what we will share on our timeline.

• After the Editorial Calendar is approved, ultimately between 25 and 28 Of each month, it will 
be posted accordingly.



SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT 

Social media management is the process of analyzing social media audiences and developing 
a strategy that’s tailored to them, creating and distributing content for social media profiles, 
monitoring online conversations, collaborating with influencers, providing community service, 
and monitoring, measuring, and reporting on social media performance and ROI.

All these tasks, which were once marginalized by businesses, have now stepped into the
limelight of companies’ marketing strategies.

Why? Because social media provides great money-making opportunities – on the condition 
you manage your social channels in an organized, efficient way.



DIGITAL
MARKETING



MARKETING PLAN

marketing plan is the advertising strategy that a business will implement to sell its product or 
service. The marketing plan will help determine who the target market is, how best to reach 
them, at what price point the product or service should be sold, and how the company will 
measure its efforts.

Constantly monitoring and adjusting a market plan is an important part of running a business 
as it shows what are the best and worst ways to generate sales. Without a successful market-
ing plan, a business may not be able to continue operating for very long.



DIGITAL MARKETING CAMPAIGNS 

To start a campaign, marketers need to understand who their customer is and where to reach 
them and anticipate what action the customer will take next.

Customers approach brands though an omnichannel lens. So to effectively reach a customer, 
marketers should connect digital marketing campaigns across all channels.

Digital marketing campaigns can be less expensive than other marketing campaigns and can 
engage with customer behaviour in real time.

Companies can use a digital campaign for a variety of uses, from raising brand awareness to 
telling loyal customers about a new product.

Digital marketing, also called online marketing, refers to all marketing efforts that occur on the 
internet. Businesses leverage digital channels such as search engines, social media, email, and 
other websites to connect with current and prospective customers. This also includes commu-
nication through text or multimedia messages.



SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT 

Social media management is the process of analyzing social media audiences and developing 
a strategy that’s tailored to them, creating and distributing content for social media profiles, 
monitoring online conversations, collaborating with influencers, providing community service, 
and monitoring, measuring, and reporting on social media performance and ROI.

All these tasks, which were once marginalized by businesses, have now stepped into the
limelight of companies’ marketing strategies.

Why? Because social media provides great money-making opportunities – on the condition 
you manage your social channels in an organized, efficient way.



SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

SEO stands for “search engine optimization.” In simple terms, it means the process of improv-
ing your site to increase its visibility when people search for products or services related to 
your business in Google, Bing, and other search engines. The better visibility your pages have 
in search results, the more likely you are to garner attention and attract prospective and exist-
ing customers to your business.



GOOGLE ADS 

Google offers paid advertisements which appear in search results on google.com with the use 
of Google Ads or advertisements that appear on other websites through the Display Network 
and Google’s AdSense program. Below is an example of a Google search engine results page 
(SERP). The sponsored results, or ads, are denoted with an “Ad” label. There are two sections of 
paid Google ads, one above the “natural” or organic results and one at the bottom of the 
results page.



META ADS

We offer advertising solutions for every level of expertise.
we have  an expert to start advertising on Meta. Create and run campaigns and self-serve tools, 
and track their performance with easy-to-read reports. More than two billion people use Face-
book and instagram every month – so no matter what kind of audience you want to reach, 
you'll find them there.

Facebook and Instagram campaigns can use the same photos or video across both platforms 
or unique creative for each. When you’re ready to use Facebook and Instagram ads together, 
either add Instagram to an existing campaign by editing the ad set’s Placement settings or set 
up a new campaign across both platforms.



SNAPCHAT ADS

Snapchat Ads and Public Profiles are made for every business, no matter the size or industry. 
Become a part of Snapchatters' everyday conversations with full-screen, digital ads that 
inspire action from the people that matter most to your business.

Snapchat is a camera and messaging app that connects people to their friends and the world. 
With Snapchat Ads, advertisers are able to reach a global audience and drive meaningful 
results.

Reach the audience that matters most to you

Target the Snapchat Generation based on their interests, behaviors, location, and more. Con-
nect with the people who are driving new behaviors and values that are changing the world.

Advertise on Snapchat with as little as $5 a day. Our low daily minimum spend requirement 
means you can test, learn, and optimize campaigns on a budget.



TIKTOK ADS

Video ads are available for TikTok itself or for the TikTok family of news apps. They run as 5-60 
second full-screen videos in the user’s For You feed. Each ad includes a video, an ad display 
image, brand or app name, and ad text.

In-feed ads
These are self-service ads you can create yourself through the TikTok Ad Manager interface.

Image ads
Running only in TikTok’s News Feed apps (BuzzVideo, TopBuzz, and Babe), these include an 
image, brand or app name, and ad text.

Video ads
Video ads are available for TikTok itself or for the TikTok family of news apps. They run as 5-60 
second full-screen videos in the user’s For You feed. Each ad includes a video, an ad display 
image, brand or app name, and ad text.



CREATIVE
DESIGNS



LOGOS

LOGOS



PRINTING & BRANDING

PRINTING



Waterproofing 
and insulation 
expert
applicators.

Main agent of paints 
and point of sale for 
internationally well 
known paints
manufacturers.

Main international 
brands agent and 
point of sale for
various construction 
solutions and
building materials.

Safe
We do not compromise on 
safety
it always comes first in
everything we do. Using 
the latest safety systems, 
leadership techniques, 
training and support helps 
all of our people and
subcontractors go home to 
their families.

Smart
We have introduced 
state-of-the-art technology, 
now in everyday use in our
operaons.
As an example in our insulaon 
division, we use mul spray unit 
that sprays bitumen at

across the width of the area to 

wear and improves resistance.

Sustainable

On the ground and out in the 
field we manage all
projects sustainably, with
regular check confirming the 
quality of our approach.
Our staff are fully trained in 
environmental
management and 
compliance.

Grid
Matching

New
Products



New
Products

Social
Awareness

FEEL 

INSPIRATION



  Products
& Services

ARTS & ARTS

FEEL 



PHOTOGRAPHY
Collection

PHOTOGRAPHY
Collection



WEBSITE
w w w . t a m w e e l j o . c o m

w w w . h o n e y p o t j o . c o m
WEBSITE



w w w . t r i p l e a g r o u p . n e t
WEBSITE

w w w . h o n e y p o t j o . c o m
WEBSITE



w w w . w o o d o x y - a r t . c o m
WEBSITE

w w w . t r a n s p a s s . a e r o
WEBSITE



EVENT
BOOTH

EVENT
BOOTH



EVENT
BOOTH

EVENT
BOOTH



WEBSITE
DEVELOPMENT



KEY FEATURES

●Responsive design
●Advanced SEO Features
●Easy to navigate
●Large Animated Slider for homepage
●Clean Dashboard Layout
●E-commerce using Woo-commerce

●Sales & Product Reporting

● News Letter Software
● Huge range of premium Plugins
●
●

Image editor
Media Library for files, images & video

● Inclusive Blog/News section
● Easy Menu Management
● Multiple Payment Gateways



GENERAL

CLIENT NEEDS

Ab

We Will Discuss the main idea of the website
with you to get to the requested point in very fast way

FONTS
We prefer to use one type of font that matches
the style logo of the company.

USABILITY
Our biggest issue is to make the website more
useable for the user.

COLOURS
For the colors we will use the company color theme.



BALANCING

25%

25%25%

25%



PLANNING

Define Target Audience Create a Sitemap SEO and Publish

Set Goals and Objectives Design and Development



ADD-ON

Mobile Ready DesignE-Commerce Ready

Chat Pot Ready MySQL API Database

Theme in line with
the colors code

MAIN
FEATURES



THE PROCESS

Wireframes

UI/UX

Mockups / Design Front end coding

Coding

QA & Testing

PROCESS



TOOLS

Development Tools UI/UX Tools Design Tools

• Adobe XD

• Slack

• Envato Elements

• WordPress (CMS )

• CSS Coding 

• HTML

• MYSQL

• WooCommerce

• WPML

• Adobe Ai

• Adobe ill

• Adobe PS



SITE MAP

Home

Home

Pages

News and Media About Us

Contact Us

Faq



DESKTOP WIREFRAMES



TABLET DESIGN



MOBILE READY



PROJECT STAGES

DAY 1 DAY 3
START
POINT

Study The Project Design Stage Developing Stage Testing Lunch

DAY 4 DAY 12 DAY 14



SERVICE

Website Security Control Panel

Domain Emails Polished Design

Free Maintenance +90% Speed score



OUR STRENGTHS

100% Ready Product

Full Support 

Full Documentation

Superior Design

Minimum Risks

High Readiness



WARRANTY

2 Years Warranty includes and is limited to:

Response to your request for support assistance within 24 business
hours, when properly submitted online, by phone, or by email.

Assistance with any broken links that are reported to need fixing.

Assistance with error messages and system loading problems
reported by users.

Assistance with problems experienced by users when attempting to
play video and audio files or view and download images or documents.

Assistance with viewing problems reported by users where your
website is not displaying correctly in certain browser types defined
in your contract (e.g. Internet Explorer and Firefox).

Assistance with viewing problems reported by users where your
website is not displaying correctly in certain browser types defined
in your contract (e.g. Internet Explorer and Firefox).

Picture Updates – adding, editing, and sizing of any pictures adding
to the existing website which does not fall under the scope of
the layout or actual design of existing website.

Functionality – ensuring all links/images are working correctly and
examining the overall health and proper functionality of the website.
Additional requests for:
Search/Filtering/Content/Design/Layout/Programming.



S EARCH E NGINE
OPTIMIZATION



Our team holds a passion for everything digital ,  and we are here to help you build your 
brand l ike it ’s our own! We’ve got the tricks and strategies required to convert your 
target audience into loyal customers. With our holistic approach to SEO & digital mar-
keting, we offer all  that is needed to get you right on the top of search results!

CHALLENGES
• visible on Google when their potential clients are searching for their

services. This results in your potential clients visiting your competitors
website instead.

SEO friendly or conversion friendly.

No traffic being generated to the website fromonline marketing
campaigns which means limited new business opportunities.

•
•

GOALS 
• We will make your landing Page user-friendly that the visitor
will have various call-to-actions option so they cannot leave
without providing their details.
 
• Generate more revenue coming from online channels such as
Google and taking some of the market share away from
the competition.
 
• Drive a high amount of qualified traffic to the website and
increase inquiries.
 
• Achieve a strong ROI which can be reinvested into other
marketing campaigns that can strengthen your brand
awareness and lead generation. 



PACKAGE

• 12-month commitment.
A dedicated Digital Growth Manager working on your campaign. 
On and off page SEO. 
Guaranteed Page rankings. 
Extensive keyword research. 
Quality SEO copyrighting. 
Comprehensive monthly report.
24-hour response from account manager. 
Quarterly strategy and progress review meeting. 

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•



SEO BREAKDOWN

SEO – THE OBJECTIVE OF THE SEO CAMPAIGN IS TO IMPROVE YOUR ORGANIC
RANKINGS WHEN PEOPLE ARE SEARCHING ABOUT YOU SERVICE OR PRODUCT

ONCE YOU’RE ON BOARD WITH US YOU WILL BE ASSIGNED A GOOGLE CERTIFIED
ACCOUNT MANAGER WHO WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR WORKING ALONGSIDE YOU
THROUGHOUT THE CAMPAIGN ENSURING THAT WE ARE MAKING PROGRESS AND
NOT ONLY DELIVERING ON PAGE 1 RANKINGS BUT ALSO DRIVING A HIGH ROI.

THE ACCOUNT MANAGER WILL DELEGATE DIFFERENT TASKS TO OUR IN HOUSE
SPECIALISTS SUCH AS SEO TECHNICIANS AND CONTENT WRITERS.
OUR SEO TECHNICIAN WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR FIXING ALL OF THE ISSUES
MENTIONED ABOVE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE CAMPAIGN WHEN HE CARRIES
OUT THE ON SITE MAINTENANCE. ONCE COMPLETED WE THEN INVITE GOOGLE
TO CRAWL THE WEBSITE.

THE ACCOUNT MANAGER IS ALSO RESPONSIBLE FOR CARRYING OUT EXTENSIVE
KEYWORD RESEARCH IN ORDER TO SELECT 50 OF THE MOST RELEVANT AND HIGHLY
SEARCHED KEYWORDS WITHIN YOUR INDUSTRY. ONCE WE HAVE RESEARCHED
AND SHORTLISTED THE KEYWORDS. ONCE APPROVED THE ACCOUNT MANAGER
WILL ASSIGN THE CONTENT WRITER TO BEGIN WRITING THE CONTENT FOR 
HE SEO PAGES AND ENSURE THE KEYWORDS ARE IMBEDDED IN THERE.



PROMISE

Results – that’s what digital marketing & SEO is all about.
Our promise is to deliver the best results and achieve our clients
desired search engine rankings using white hat, tried and tested
techniques that are guaranteed to get things done right.
We possess expertise that delivers results and cover all the aspects
that drive targeted audience onto our clients websites & achieve
higher Google rankings.

We guarantee at least 
%10 of key phrases on 
page 1 of Google within 

4 months 

We guarantee at least 
% 30 of key phrases on 
page 1 of Google within 

7 months 

We guarantee at least 
%60 of key phrases on 
page 1 of Google within 

12 months 

10%

30%

60%



O U R  C L I E N T S





M O R E  T H A N

5 0 0  C L I E N T



Thank You

www.Tr uTe d .c o m


